All-Electric Bus HVAC Solutions
Choose from a range of clean, efficient solutions.
Thermo King. The Total Solutions Provider for All-Electric HVAC.

Electric HVAC Benefits:

- Saves fuel by eliminating the effect of variable engine RPM on load and demand
- Optimum A/C capacity at all bus speeds
- Dramatically improved reliability
- Hermetically sealed and tested at the factory; no field plumbing, evacuation or charging
- Integrated electric compressors with variable speed control
- Reduced number of maintenance items
- No tubing or hoses needed to connect the HVAC unit and compressor
- Energy-efficient R-407C refrigerant

Products

REH Series

TEA Series

TE Series

ATHENIA E-800 & ATHENIA EA-800

RLF-E and RLF EA Series

Thermo King Offers You Choice: Choose the Right Solution for your Needs!

At Thermo King, We Realize That One Size Does Not Fit All.

For complete specifications on any of the products listed, please contact your local Thermo King dealer or call 952-887-2241.
Electric HVAC Solutions for Standard Diesel Engine-Driven Buses

A Complete Line of Products that Deliver Energy Efficiency and Sustainability
Ingersoll Rand’s Climate Solutions sector delivers energy-efficient HVACR solutions for customers globally. Its world class brands include Hussmann, a manufacturer of refrigeration and food merchandising solutions, Thermo King, the leader in transport temperature control and Trane, a provider of energy efficient heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems, building and contracting services, parts support and advanced controls for commercial buildings and homes.